Sentry Custom Security manufactures the highest quality Electromagnetic (EM) strips, ensuring accurate and reliable theft detection. EM strips cannot be shielded by briefcases, backpacks, the human body or other common objects.


Specialty strip configurations protect CDs and DVDs.

Deactivatable strips for circulating items can be turned “off” and “on” repeatedly while retaining their original effectiveness. Permanent, non-deactivatable strips are available for reference materials.

Strips are available with sequential barcodes for placement on books, magazines and other materials.

Sentry Custom Security EM strips are compatible with all industry standard EM detection systems and are guaranteed for the life of the item.

**BOOKS**

*Tail Tag™* is an ultra-thin, double-sided adhesive strip that is placed between the pages of books, periodicals, journals, magazines and some hardcover books. Long tails for strip application do not stretch, providing better handling and easy insertion into the gutter of a book. Tail Tag is virtually invisible when located in the book.

*Spine Tag* is a single-sided adhesive strip designed for hardcover books. Strips are inserted into book spines using a thin metal tool that slides inside the back of the cover to position the tag out of sight. Spine Tag is virtually impossible to find and remove. Spine Tags come in easy-to-handle sheets of 10 strips each.

*QuickInsert™* Tag is a double-sided adhesive strip that is placed between the pages of books, periodicals, journals, magazines and some hardcover books. The strips are laid out on a sheet of 16 and can be quickly and easily inserted into the gutter of the book with a simple hand-held insertion tool. QuickInsert strips are virtually invisible when applied and reduces tagging budgets by dramatically reducing labour costs for tag insertion.

**CDS AND DVDs**

*CD/DVD tags* are constructed of a circular, adhesive Mylar label that is applied directly to the CD or DVD. Two EM security strips are attached at right angles to the underside of the adhesive Mylar label to ensure maximum detection – far superior to the typical parallel placement of strips. The label can be applied to any CD or DVD with single-sided data recording.

**NON-CIRCULATING MATERIALS**

The products described above are available with permanent, non-deactivatable security strips for non-circulating items. These strips are used to secure reference materials that should not leave the library.
**Tail Tag™**

**Description**  Double-Sided adhesive strip with tails  
**Dimensions**  3.5" x 0.25", 5" x 0.25", 6.5" x 0.25"  
**Packaging**  1000 Strips/Package  
**Product #**  43-200-950 – Deactivatable  
46-200-950 – Permanent

**QuickInsert™ Tag**

**Description**  Double-Sided adhesive strip formatted in sheets  
**Dimensions**  5" x 0.25"  
**Packaging**  1008 Strips/Package  
**Product #**  43-200-160 – Deactivatable

**Spine Tag**

**Description**  Single-Sided adhesive strip  
**Dimensions**  3.5" x 0.25", 5" x 0.25"  
**Packaging**  1000 Strips/Package  
**Product #**  43-200-550 - Deactivatable  
46-200-550 - Permanent

**CD/DVD Tag**

**Description**  CD/DVD label with two EM strips at right angles. High Temperature  
**Dimensions**  Strips 3.5", Label 4.5" Diameter  
**Packaging**  100 Labels/Package  
**Product #**  43-200-920 – Deactivatable